Microsoft SQL as a Service on HyperCloud™

Businesses need to analyze data in real time, gain specific insights about their customers so they are able to deliver a
customized experience. In this data age, data can come from a multitude of sources, and in the future will only
increase in volume, number, and diversity with the addition of IoT devices. CIOs need to equip themselves with tools to
analyze all the relevant data so they are able predict customer needs
IDC predicts that the data will continue to grow
at a CAGR of 41% through 2020. Yet data is
only as valuable as the insights that can be
drawn out of it. Organizations need to invest
the right tools to address current and future
challenges. HyperCloud is an enterprise-grade,
appliance based solution that provides the
scale and performance necessary for missioncritical workloads like Microsoft SQL.
HyperCloud™ brings the public cloud benefits
into your own datacenter, simplicity, elasticity,
and end to end automation (provisioning,
administration and scaling) of your SQL Server
infrastructure. Microsoft® SQL Server® 2016
with HyperCloud comes with an all-flash
architecture and is a feature-rich solution for
both OLTP and OLAP workloads; memory
optimized tables allow faster OLTP workloads
via parallelized operations, queries with analytic
workloads are a hundred times faster with
Microsoft SQL 2016 on HyperCloud.

Figure 1: Microsoft® SQL Server® 2016 on HyperCloud
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KEY BENEFITS
Utility Pricing: The only Microsoft SQL solution
that comes with a pay as you go model

Simplify IT: Hides underlying complexity with
automated provisioning of Microsoft SQL 2016

Cloud Ready: Consistent experience from private
to public cloud and hybrid cloud capable

Faster time to value: SQL on HyperCloud is
delivered as a complete solution, so IT can
solely focus on service delivery

The HyperCloud Advantage
Microsoft SQL made simple
HyperCloud takes about 5 minutes to setup. With a few clicks build an entire clustered SQL environment with
HyperCloud Management
Consumption economics
HyperCloud is the industry’s only enterprise cloud service, that allows you to pay as you go model. It is a AWS like
environment in your datacenter with the benefits of security and control, and governance.

Governance and approval workflows
Built in management and governance that allows IT to setup approval workflows, policies and/or self service
provisioning of SQL 2016.
Future proof your solution
Scale instantly, add nodes and/or to the HyperCloud to expand capacity on-the-fly. Add SQL instances to your cluster
using HyperCloud Management as your needs grow.

Microsoft SQL on HyperCloud
HyperGrid HyperCloud provides a full stack, enterprise cloud service platform with consumption economics. Our
solution eliminates the traditional do-it-yourself approach that has plagued traditional on-prem environments. SQL
2016 on HyperCloud offers an entire stack of features and capabilities across the different layers.
Infrastructure Services
High-performance, scale-out infrastructure with
fully integrated, programmable network fabric and
flash-optimized software defined storage.
Management Services
Consumer grade and mobile ready, HTML-5 based
management console that automates the end-toend lifecycle of compute, network and storage via
an intuitive and easy to use experience.
Microsoft SQL on HyperCloud
Automation
HyperCloud completely automates the provisioning
and administration of a highly-available Microsoft
SQL 2016 environment saving hours on operational
challenges around deployment.

Figure 2: Overview of Microsoft SQL as-a-Service on HyperCloud

Governance
IT Ops can further create policies and build
approval workflows around SQL on HyperCloud’s
application management platform to build
governance and control into their organization,
eliminating shadow IT.

Summary
Define an IT strategy that benefits your organization without compromising on your priorities.
Start a free trial of HyperCloud today. Get a complete solution delivered to you and pay for only what you use.

Getting Started
To learn more write to us at sales@hypergrid.com
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